
press release

outLINE presents

sachi miyachi 'hair washer district'

opening sunday 13 May from 16.00 - 18.00 hrs
exhibition runs until 16 June 2012

Performance and installation artist Sachi Miyachi is fascinated by [dys]functionalities 
existing in public and urban spaces. She seeks to explore human rituals by translating 
them into performances, drawings and monumental sculptures. With her site specific 
installation, she also examines its immediate surroundings, and everyday rituals 
and practices by her interaction with the visitor. As a consequence the audience 
experiences the space and everyday activities differently. She thus uses spatial forms 
and the location conceptually and perceptually.

Sachi Miyachi has created in situ a monumental installation in outLINE. She has taken 
the unique architecture of the gallery space as starting point, and has transformed 
outLINE into a Hair Washer District. Through this transformation the artist presents the 
visitor with a new way to experience the gallery space and the surroundings. As a Hair 
Salon outLINE becomes more accessible as a meeting platform for the neighbourhood 
and its inhabitants. Every Friday and Saturday the salon will be open for a free hair 
wash+massage by the artist herself. With this artistic intervention Miyachi creates a 
context for interaction, social engagement, participation and reflection.

Sachi Miyachi [Tokyo, Japan, 1978] studied Art and Anthropology at the Wako 
University in Tokyo. Thereafter she came to the Netherlands to study Art at the Rietveld 
and Sandberg Institute in Amsterdam. In 2008 she won the AIAS Prize of Honor, an 
award given by the Alliance of Independent Art Schools. Recently Miyachi has won 
the Great KiK Prize 2012. The award includes a cash prize which is used to develop 
the AiR in KiK, during the months of november / december 2012. The artist lives in 
Amsterdam and exhibits in the Netherlands and abroad.

during this exhibition outLINE is open on friday and saturday from 13.00 - 17.00 hrs 
and by appointment.
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